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Abstract. High-level query languages are an attractive interface for sensor networks,
potentially relieving application programmers from the burdens of distributed, embedded programming. In research to date, however, the proposed applications of such interfaces have been limited to simple data collection and aggregation schemes. In this paper, we present initial results that extend the TinyDB sensornet query engine to support
more sophisticated data analyses, focusing on three applications: topographic mapping,
wavelet-based compression, and vehicle tracking. We use these examples to motivate
the feasibility of implementing sophisticated sensing applications in a query-based system, and present some initial results and research questions raised by this agenda.

1 Introduction
Sensor networks present daunting challenges to potential application developers. Sensornet
programming mixes the complexities of both distributed and embedded systems design, and
these are often amplified by unreliable network connections and extremely limited physical
resources. Moreover, many sensor network applications are expected to run unattended for
months at a time.
These challenges have motivated research into higher-level programming interfaces and
execution environments, which try to relieve programmers from many of the burdens of distributed and embedded programming (e.g. [13, 24]). In our own work, we have designed a
framework called TAG [17] for sensornet data aggregation via an SQL-like language. More
recently we have implemented the TAG framework in a system called TinyDB [18] that runs
in networks of TinyOS-based Berkeley motes [11].
We have received initial feedback indicating that TinyDB’s SQL-based interface is very
attractive to a number of users interested in distributed sensing. However, we have also heard
concerns about apparent limits to the functionality of simple SQL queries. This feedback
resulted in part from our early work, which performed fairly traditional SQL queries for
relatively simple tasks: periodically collecting raw readings, and computing simple summarizations like averages and counts.
In this paper, we present a status report on our efforts to do deploy more complex sensing tasks in TinyDB. Our intention is both to illustrate TinyDB’s potential as a vehicle for
complex sensing algorithms, and to highlight some of the unique features and constraints of
embedding these sensing algorithms in an extensible, declarative query framework.
In the paper we review and extend the TAG framework [17], and show how it can be
used to implement three sensing applications that are relatively distant from vanilla database
queries:

1. Distributed Mapping: One commonly cited [4] application for sensor networks is to produce contour maps based on sensor readings. We present simple topographic extensions
to the declarative query interface of TAG that allow it to efficiently build maps of sensorvalue distributions in space. Our approach is based on finding isobars: contiguous regions
with approximately the same sensor value. We show how such maps can be built using
very small amounts of RAM and radio bandwidth, remaining useful in the face of significant amounts of missing information (e.g. dropped data or regions without sensor nodes.)
Results from an initial simulation are included.
2. Multiresolution Compression and Summarization: Traditional SQL supports only simple
aggregates for summarizing data distributions. We develop a more sophisticated waveletbased aggregation scheme for compressing and summarizing a set of readings. Our technique also has the ability to produce results of increasing resolution over time. We describe a hierarchical wavelet encoding scheme that integrates naturally into the standard
TAG framework, and is tuned to low-function devices like Berkeley motes. We also discuss a number of open research questions that arise in this context.
3. Vehicle Tracking: Several research papers have investigated distributed sensornet algorithms that track moving objects [2]. We show how a declarative, event-based query
infrastructure can serve as a framework for such algorithms, and discuss how the TAG
approach can be extended to allow sensor nodes to remain idle unless vehicles are near
to them. This is work in progress: we have yet to instantiate this infrastructure with a
sophisticated tracking algorithm, but hope that this framework will seed future efforts
to combine intelligent tracking with the other ad-hoc query facilities afforded by a fullfunction sensornet query process like TinyDB.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the TAG approach
to in-network aggregation, which we extend in the remaining sections of the paper. Section
3 discusses some new language features we have added since the publication of TAG[17],
which enable our tracking scenario. Section 4 discusses the distributed mapping problem;
Section 5 discusses techniques for compressing and summarizing; and Section 6 discusses
vehicle tracking. Finally, Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes with some
discussion of future work.

2 Background
In this section, we describe the declarative, SQL-like language we have developed for querying sensor networks. We also describe the processing of queries in a sensor network, with a
focus on aggregation queries.
2.1 A Query Language for Sensor Networks
TAG [17] presented a simple query language for sensor networks, which we have implemented in TinyDB [18]. We present a basic overview of the scheme here. In TinyDB, queries
are posed at a powered basestation, typically a PC, where they are parsed into a simple binary
representation, which is then flooded to sensors in the network.
As the query is flooded through the network, sensors organize into a routing tree that
allows the basestation to collect query results. The flooding works as follows: the basestation
injects a query request at the root sensor, which broadcasts the query on its radio; all child
nodes that hear the query process it and re-broadcast it on to their children, and so on, until
the entire network has heard the query3.
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Schemes to prune the query flooding process are presented in [16].

Each request contains a hop-count (or level), indicating the distance from the broadcaster
to the root. To determine their own level, nodes pick a parent node that is (by definition) one
level closer to the root than they are. This parent will be responsible for forwarding the node’s
query results (and its children’s results, recursively) to the basestation. Also note that each
node may have several possible choices of parent; for the purposes of our discussion here, we
assume that a single parent is chosen uniformly and at random from the available parents. In
practice, more sophisticated schemes can be used for parent selection, but this issue will not
impact our discussion here.
Queries in TinyDB have the following basic structure:
SELECT  ,   , ...
FROM sensors
...
WHERE   [AND | OR] 
GROUP BY    ,     , ...
SAMPLE PERIOD 

The SELECT clause lists the fields (or attributes) to retrieve from the sensors;  specifies
a transform on a single field. Each transform may be a simple arithmetic expression, such as
light + 10, or an aggregate function, which specifies a way in which readings should be
combined across nodes or over time (aggregation is discussed in more detail in the following
section.) As in standard SQL, aggregates and non-aggregates may not appear together in the
SELECT clause unless the non-aggregate fields also appear in the GROUP BY clause.
The FROM clause specifies the table from which data will be retrieved; in the language
presented in [17], there is only one table, sensors, which contains one attribute for each
of the types of sensors available to the devices in the network (e.g. light, acceleration, or
temperature). Each device has a small catalog which it uses to determine which attributes are
locally available; the catalog also includes cost information and other metadata associated
with accessing the attribute, and a pointer to a function that allows TinyDB to retrieve the
value of the attribute.
The (optional) WHERE clause filters out readings that do not satisfy the boolean combination of predicates. Predicates in TinyDB are currently restricted to simple boolean and
arithmetic operations over a single attribute, such as light / 10
25.
The (optional) GROUP BY clause is used in conjunction with aggregate expressions.
It specifies a partitioning of the input records before aggregation, with aggregates in the
SELECT clause being computed on each partition. In the absence of a GROUP BY aggregates are computed over the entire set of sensors; a GROUP BY partitions the sensors into
groups whose group expressions each have the same value. For example, the query fragment:
SELECT roomNumber, AVG(light)
GROUP BY roomNumber
...

partitions sensors into groups according to the value of the roomNumber attribute, and computes the average light reading within each group.
Finally, the SAMPLE PERIOD clause specifies the time between successive samples or
epochs. Each node samples its sensors once per epoch and applies its query processing operators to that sensor.
2.2 Aggregation in Sensor Networks
Given this basic description of the query language, we now discuss how TinyDB processes
queries, focusing on how aggregate queries are handled.

Structure of Aggregates Recall that an aggregation expression may be specified in the
SELECT clause of a query. In standard SQL, that expression contains one of a few basic
aggregation functions: MIN, MAX, AVERAGE, COUNT, or SUM. As in TAG, TinyDB provides
an extensible mechanism for registering new aggregates, derived from literature on extensible
database languages. In TinyDB, aggregates are implemented via three functions: a merging
function , an initializer , and an evaluator,  . In general, has the following structure:





 








where 
and
are multi-valued partial state records (PSRs), computed over one or
more sensor values, representing the intermediate state of the aggregation processing based
on those values.
is the partial-state record resulting from the application of function
to 
and
. For example, if is the merging function for AVERAGE, each partial
state record will consist of a pair of values: SUM and COUNT, and is specified as follows,


given two state records
and
:
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The initializer is needed to specify how to instantiate a state record for a single sensor
value; for an AVERAGE over a sensor value of  , the initializer  returns the tuple

. Finally, the evaluator  takes a partial state record and computes the actual value of
the aggregate. For AVERAGE, the evaluator 
simply returns
.
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Processing Aggregate Queries Aggregate queries produce one result per group per epoch.
Once a query has been disseminated as described above, each leaf node in the routing tree
produces a single tuple of sensor readings each epoch, applies the initialization function to
the approriate column, and forwards the initialized result to its parent. On the next epoch,
the parent merges its own PSR from the previous epoch with PSRs from its children in the
previous epoch, and forwards that result on to its parent. Results propagate up the tree, epochby-epoch, until a complete PSR from epochs ago arrives at the root of the routing tree
(where is the depth of the tree). Depending on the sample period, there may be enough
time in each epoch to send aggregates up multiple levels of the routing tree; see TAG[17] for
more information. Once a result has arrived at the root, the basestation applies the evaluation
function to it to produce a complete aggregate record and outputs the result to the user.
GROUP BY queries are processed in a similar way. When a partial state record is initialized, it is tagged with a unique group ID. Parents combine readings if they come from
the same group, and propagate a separate PSR for each group they heard about during the
previous epoch (even if they did not contribute to one or more of the groups.) Thus, at the
root, one state record arrives for each of the groups, and the evaluation function is applied
times.
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Temporal Aggregates All the aggregates that we described above aggregate sensor values
sampled from multiple nodes at the same epoch. We have extended this framework to support
temporal aggregates which aggregate sensors values across multiple consecutive epochs from
the same or different nodes. Temporal aggregates typically take two extra arguments: window
size and sliding distance. Window size specifies the number of consecutive epochs the temporal aggregate operates on, and the sliding distance specifies the number of epochs to skip
over for the next window of samples. One frequently used temporal aggregates in TinyDB is
the running average aggregate winavg(window size, sliding dist, arg). It is
typically used to reduce noise in sensor signals. For example, winavg(10, 1, light)
computes the 10-sample running average of light sensor readings. It accumulates light readings from 10 consecutive epochs, averages them, then replaces the oldest value in the average

window with the latest light sensor reading and keeps on computing averages over the window of samples. In addition to winavg, TinyDB also supports similar temporal aggregates
such as winmin, winmax, winsum, etc. More sophisticated custom temporal aggregates
such as one that computes the trajectory of a moving vehicle can be developed using the
same extensible aggregate framework described above.
In TinyDB, by default all aggregates operate over sensor values from the entire network.
GROUP BY nodeid must be specified to limit temporal aggregates to operate on values
from individual nodes only.

3 New Language Features
The query language described above provides a foundation for many kinds of simple monitoring queries. However, as sensor networks become more autonomous, the language needs
to move beyond passive querying: rather than simply monitoring the environment and relaying results, the sensors will need to detect and initiate automatic responses to nearby events.
Furthermore, sensor networks will need to collect and store information locally, since it is
not always possible or advantageous to get data out of the network to a powered, storage-rich
PC. We introduce two extensions to our query language to handle these situations.
3.1 Events
Events provide a mechanism for initiating data collection in response to some external stimulus. Events are generated explicitly, either by another query, by software in the operating
system, or by specialized hardware on the node that triggers the operating system. Consider
the following query for monitoring the occupancy of bird nests:
ON EVENT bird-detect(loc):
SELECT AVG(light), AVG(temp)
FROM sensors AS s
WHERE dist(s.loc, event.loc) < 10m
SAMPLE INTERVAL 2 s FOR 30 s

When a bird is detected in a nest (e.g. via a pressure switch in the nest), this query is executed
to collect the average light and temperature level from sensors near the nest, and send these
results to the root of a network. (Alternatively, the results could be stored locally at the detecting node, using the storage point mechanism described in the next section.) The semantics of
this query are as follows: when a bird-detect event occurs, the query is issued from the
detecting node and the average light and temperature are collected from nearby nodes (those
nodes that are 10 or less meters from the collecting node) every 2 seconds for 30 seconds.
3.2 Storage Points
Storage points accumulate a small buffer of data that may be referenced in other queries.
Consider, as an example:
CREATE
STORAGE POINT recentlight SIZE 5s
AS (SELECT nodeid, light
FROM sensors
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1s)

This STORAGE POINT command provides a shared global location to store a streaming
view of recent data, similar to materialized views in conventional databases. Note that this
data structure is accessible for read or write from any node in the network; its exact location
within the network is not fixed – that is, it can be moved as an optimization. Typically, these
storage points are partitioned by nodeid, so that each sensor stores its own values locally.

The specific example here stores the previous five seconds worth of light readings (taken once
per second) from all of the nodes in the network.
In this paper, we use storage points as a mechanism for storage and offline delivery of
query results. Queries that select all of the results from a storage point, or that compute an
aggregate of a storage point, are allowed; consider, for example:
SELECT MAX(light)
FROM recentLight

This query selects the maximum light reading from the recentLight storage point defined
above. The storage point is continually updated; this query returns the maximum of the values
at the time the query is posed.

4 Isobar Mapping
In this section, we explore the problem of building a topographic (contour) map of a space
populated by sensors. Such maps provide an important way to visualize sensor fields, and
have applications in a variety of biological and environmental monitoring scenarios [4]. We
show how TinyDB’s aggregation framework can be leveraged to build such maps. Conceptually, the problem is similar to that of computing a GROUP BY over both space and quantized
sensor readings – that is, our algorithms partition sensors into isobars that are contiguous in
space and approximately equal in sensor value. Using in-network aggregation, the storage
and communication costs for producing a topographic map are substantially less than the
cost of collecting individual sensor readings and building the map centrally. We discuss three
algorithms for map-building: a centralized, naive approach, an exact, in-network approach,
and an approximate, lossy approach. Figure 1 illustrates the general process of aggregation to
build a topological map: each sensor builds a small representation of its local area, and sends
that map to its parent, where it is combined with the maps from neighbors and ancestors and
eventually becomes part of a complete map of the space at the root of the tree.
To support topographic operations on sensors, we require
A
a few (very) simple geometric operators and primitives. To determine adjacency in our maps, we impose a rectangular grid
onto the sensors, and assign every sensor into a cell in that
C
grid. Our goal is to construct isobars, which are orthogonal
B
polygons with holes; we need basic operations to determine if
E
two such polygons overlap and to find their union. Such opE
erations can be performed on any polygon in 
time
(where n is the number of edges in the polygon) using the
Leonov-Nitkin algorithm [15]. There are a number of free liFig. 1. Aggregation of conbraries which implement such functionality [14].
We begin with a discussion of the three algorithms, as- tours as data flows up a routsuming that every cell in the grid is occupied. We reserve a ing tree.
discussion of mapping sparse grids for Section 4.4.
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4.1 Naive Algorithm
In the naive algorithm, we run an aggregate-free query in the network, e.g.:
SELECT xloc, yloc, attr
FROM sensors
SAMPLE PERIOD 1s

This query returns the location and attribute value of all of the sensors in the network; these
results are combined via code outside the network to produce a map. We implemented this

(b) Lossy Isobars

(a) Lossless Isobars

(c) Missing Information

Fig. 2. Screenshots of a visualization of isobars imposed on a grid of sensors. Each cell represents a
sensor, the intensity of the background color indicates sensor value, and black lines frame isobars. (a)
shows the isobars as computed by the in-network and naive algorithms. (b) shows a lossy approximation
of isobars, where each approximate polygon is the bounding box of original polygon with 4 maximally
sized “cuts”. (c) shows a visualization of a topological map with incomplete information about all of
the squares. Black circles indicate nodes whose value was missing and was inferred by the algorithm.

approach in a simulation and visualization, as shown in figure Figure 2(a). In this first simulation, sensors were arranged in a grid, and could communicate losslessly with their immediate
neighbors. The isobars were aggregated by the node at the center of the network. The network
consisted of 400 nodes in a depth 10 routing tree. In the screenshot, the saturation of each
grid cell indicates the sensor value, and the thick black lines show isobars.
4.2 In-Network Algorithm
In the in-network approach, we define an aggregate, called contour-map where each partial
state record is a set of isobars, and each isobar is a container polygon (with holes, possibly)
and an attribute value, which is the same for all sensors in the isobar. The structure of an
isobar query is thus:
SELECT contour-map(xloc,yloc,floor(attr/ ))
FROM sensors



where defines the width (in attribute-space) of each of the isobars. We can then define the
three aggregation functions, , , and  , as follows:





– : The initialization function takes an xloc, yloc, and attr, and generates as a partial state record the singleton set containing an isobar with the specified attr value and
a container polygon corresponding to the grid cell in which the sensor lies.
– : The merging function combines two sets of isobars,  and   into a new isobar set,  ,
where each element of   is a disjoint polygon that is the union of one or more polygons
from  and   . This new set may have several non-contiguous isobars with the same
attribute value. Conversely, merging can cause such disjoint isobars in  to be joined
when an isobar from   connects them (and vice-versa.) Figure 3 shows an example of
this happening as two isobar sets are merged together.
–  : The evaluation function generates a topographic map of contiguous isobars, each labeled with their attribute value.
4.3 Lossy Algorithm
The lossy algorithm works similarly to the in-network algorithm, except that the number of
vertices  used to define the bounding polygon of each isobar is limited by a parameter of the
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Fig. 3. Two isobar sets,  (with two elements) and  (with one element) being merged into a new
isobar set,  (also with one element).

aggregate. This reduces the communication cost of the approach, but makes it possible for
isobars to overlap, as they will no longer perfectly trace out the edges of the contours.
In the lossy algorithm, is the same as in the in-network case. For , we compute   as
above, but we do not use it as the partial state record. Instead, for the containing polygon  in
each set of   , we compute a bounding box,  , and then take from  a number of maximally
sized rectangular “cuts” that do not overlap  . We continue taking cuts until either  contains
 vertices, or the next cut produces a polygon with more than  vertices. We omit the details
of how we compute maximal cuts; because our polygons are orthogonal, this can be done
via a scan of the vertices of  . We use these cut-bounding-boxes as approximations of the
containing polygons in the isobars of the PSRs resulting from our merge function. Figure 4
shows a containing polygon approximated by a bounding rectangle with a single cut.
In the lossy evaluation function  , one or more
isobars in the final aggregate state record may overlap, and so some policy is needed to choose which
isobar to assign to a particular cell. We use a simple “containment” principle: if one isobar completely
contains another, we assume the true value of the cell
is that specified by the innermost isobar. When the
containment principle does not apply, we assign grid
cells to the nearest isobar (in terms of number of grid Fig. 4. A lossy approximation of a
containing polygon (  ) as a boundcells), breaking ties randomly.
ing
box with a single cut (PSR).
We simulated this lossy algorithm for the same
sensor value distribution as was shown in Figure 2(a), using a maximum of 4 “cuts” per
isobar. The results are shown in Figure 2(b); notice that the shape of the isobars is preserved.
We compared the total amount of data transmitted by our simulation of the lossy, innetwork, and naive algorithms for the isobars shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), and found that
the naive algorithms algorithm used a factor of four more communication than the lossy
algorithm and about 40% more communication than the in-network algorithm.
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4.4 Sparse Grids
Finally, we consider the case of sparse grids, where sensors do not exist at every cell in the
grid. In sparse grids, the lossy algorithm described above can be used to infer an isobar for
missing points. Since the merging function no longer tracks exact contours but uses bounding
boxes, cells without sensors will often end up as a part of an isobar. Cells that aren’t assigned
an isobar as a part of merging can be assigned using the nearest-isobar method described in
the lossy algorithm.
A similar situation arises in dense topologies with network loss, when some sensor values
are not be reported during a particular epoch. We implemented this sparse grid approach

and used it to visualize isobars with a high-loss radio model, where the probability that two
sensors can communicate with each other falls off with the distance between the sensors. For
adjacent sensors, loss rates are about 5%; for sensors that are three cells away (the maximum
communication range), loss rates are about 20%. The result is shown in Figure 2(c), with
black circles on the nodes whose values were lost during the epoch being visualized. Notice
that, despite the large number of losses, the shape of the isobars is largely preserved.

5 Wavelet Histograms via Hierarchical Aggregation
SQL’s built-in aggregates provide some basic statistical information about the distribution of
a set of readings. But in many cases it is useful to get a richer representation of the distribution, e.g. a histogram. In the sensornet environment, we would like to have a multiresolution
histogram, which can optionally provide additional resolution of “buckets” at the expense of
additional communication. To that end, we explore using wavelet histograms, since wavelets
are one of the best-known and most effective multiresolution coding techniques.
In this section, we sketch a TAG aggregate function for encoding a set of readings in a
sensor network using Haar wavelets, the simplest and most widely-used wavelet encoding 4.
Our discussion here focuses on wavelet histograms [20], which capture information about the
statistical distribution of sensor values, without placing significance on any ordering of the
values. We drop coefficients with low absolute values (“threshholding”) to keep the communication costs down, but always retain the value of coefficient 0; in Haar wavelets, the 0th
coefficient represents the average of the values, and hence is often of interest to users.
Our wavelet compression setting here is somewhat unique. First, recall that aggregates in
TinyDB are computed incrementally as data is passed up the network communication tree.
Hence we will be computing wavelets piecewise, combining pairs of wavelets as we go,
without access to the complete underlying set of values. Second, our processors do not have
floating-point arithmetic and are generally rather slow, so we will use integer wavelets [1], do
as much as possible in place to minimize copies, and devise techniques to process wavelets
without the need to decompress/recompress. Finally, since we are constrained in both memory
and bandwidth, we will be dropping low coefficients, and using a sparse array representation
for the coefficients we keep.
The core of our logic is in the merging function , which takes the PSRs from two subtrees
(which are themselves wavelets) and combines them into a new PSR (another wavelet). Our
wavelet PSR will be a sparse array represented by  short integers. In order to maintain
wavelet properties,  must be a power of 2 (  in our current implementation.) The
first  values capture the non-zero elements of the sparse array:  array offsets, and
 data values of the coefficients at those offsets. The next short integer is the count,
which tracks the number of actual sensor readings rolled up into this wavelet. One additional
short, called loglen, represents the   of the number of array entries in the (possibly
zero-padded) wavelet.
The merging function considers 4 cases for merging two state records, r1 and r2 5



1. r1.count  r2.count  : In this case, we do not compress, but simply store
all the values. We concatenate the values from r2.data to the end of r1.data, and
4

5

In the interest of brevity, we do not overview wavelets here; the interested reader is referred to [23]
for a good practical overview of wavelets, or to [20] for a simple introduction to Haar wavelets.
Note that the choice of ordering r1 before r2 is rather arbitrary: for now, we assume that the network
topology and scheduling determines which input is first, and which is second.

update the offsets and count of r1 accordingly. The loglen variable remains at
the initialization value of    .
2. r1.count
 and r2.count
 , but their sum is
 : In this case we need
to compress the output. Conceptually, we think of the two input arrays as one array
of length loglen , and use the lifting scheme [22] to wavelet-compress the doublelength array in place. We then keep only the top  coefficients by overwriting r1’s data
and offsets fields appropriately. We add r2.count to the value in r1.count, and
increment the r1.loglen variable to reflect the effective doubling of the array.
3. Both inputs have count  : In this case, we need to merge two wavelets.
Our merge technique will assume that both inputs have the same loglen. If one input
has a smaller loglen than the other, we need to zero-pad the smaller to match the larger.
For example, if r1.loglen r2.loglen, we zero-pad r1 until it is of equal length.
Pseudocode for efficiently doubling a Haar wavelet with 0’s is given in Figure 5.
Once both wavelets have the same loglen, we need to merge r2 into r1 to form a
wavelet with twice as many coefficients. We then run the pseudocode given in Figure 6
to merge r2 into r1 without decoding and re-encoding. Finally we copy the top  coefficients of the result into r1.data, update r1’s offsets appropriately, add r2.count
to r1.count, and increment r1.loglen to reflect the doubling of the array.
4. Exactly one input has count larger than  : In this case, we zero-pad the smaller array
to be  entries, and convert it to a wavelet of  coefficients. Then we invoke Case 3.









// for all coefficients i except 0th, bump up offsets carefully
for i from 1 to N-1
offsets[i] += 2ˆ(floor(log_2(offsets[i])));
// keep track of min coefficient, too
if (abs(data[i]) < min) then { min = abs(data[i]); minpos = i; }
// New 1st coefficient is 0 - (old 0th coefficient).
// If it’s in the top N, make room for it in data and offsets arrays
if (abs(data[0]) > min)
move offsets[1] through offsets[minpos-1] one position rightward;
move data[1] through data[minpos-1] one position rightward;
offsets[1] = 1; data[1] = 0 - data[0];
// overall average is halved, reflecting the 0-padding.
data[0] >>= 2; // i.e. data[0] = floor(data[0] / 2);
loglen++; // we doubled the size


 +

Fig. 5. Double a Haar wavelet of coefficients by zero-padding in place, without decoding/recoding.
The result should have
coefficients; we drop the lowest of these other than the 0th coefficient,

can be computed efficiently
which we always keep in position 0 in the arrays. Note that
via bit-shifting, and that we use the floor of the average for data[0] in integer wavelets [1].

  

 

At the top of the aggregation tree, this technique produces a wavelet that lossily represents
the concatenation of all the readings in the network, along with a large number of padded
0’s. Given the count and loglen variables, a PC at the root of the network can discard
the extraneous 0’s, and perform the appropriate normalization to recreate both the overall
average, and somewhat finer approximations of the densities of values.
Note that the coefficients produced by the recursive application of the merge procedure
are not the top  coefficients of a Haar wavelet on the full array of readings. In particular,
the   ’st coefficient of one network subtree will be discarded even though it may be much
larger than the top  coefficients of another subtree. The effect of such an error may be spread
across higher-order coefficients as further merges happen. We are investigating heuristics for
improving this situation, including probabilistic updating schemes from [20], rank-merging
techniques based on [5], and coefficient confidence intervals based on [7].

0

// Double r1 and r2, but bump r2 rightward by an extra factor of 2.
for i from 1 to N-1
r1.offsets[i] += 2ˆ(floor(log_2(r1.offsets[i])));
r2.offsets[i] += 2ˆ(floor(log_2(r2.offsets[i])) + 1);
// merge r1’s {offsets,data} pairs with r2’s, sorted by offset
cursor1 = 1; cursor2 = 1;
for k from 2 to (N*2) - 1
if (cursor1 < N && r1.offsets[cursor1] <= r2.offsets[cursor2])
{ smaller = r1; curs = cursor1; }
else { smaller = r2; curs = cursor2; }
wtmp.offsets[k] = smaller.offsets[curs];
wtmp.data[k] = smaller.data[curs];
curs++;
// 0th coefficient of wtmp is avg of old 0-coefs, 1st is diff
wtmp.offsets[0] = 0; wtmp.offsets[1] = 1;
wtmp.data[0] = floor((r1.data[0] + r2.data[0])/2);
wtmp.data[1] = r1.data[0] - r2.data[0];
// pack top N coefficients of wtmp into first N slots
// of wtmp.data, update wtmp.offsets appropriately,
topN_coeffs(wtmp);
copy N wtmp.{data,offsets} into r1.{data,offsets}
r1.count += r2.count;
r1.loglen++;





Fig. 6. Given two Haar wavelets r1 and r2 of
non-zero coefficients, merges them without decoding/recoding. We copy to a temporary wavelet wtmp of size
, but this logic can also be done in place
by replacing the merge step with a quicksort that spans r1 and r2 and coordinates the data and offset
arrays appropriately.

5.1 MultiResolution Snapshots, Temporal Queries
In the spirit of image coding and online aggregation in databases [9, 10], we might want the
answer to a snapshot query to improve with additional rounds of communication. In order
to achieve this, we can augment the logic above so that at the lowest point in the tree where
the merge function would have dropped coefficients, it sends the second highest set of 
coefficients on round 2. At the top of the tree, the second round of coefficients needs to
be merged into the previous coefficients from right to left in order to spread the updates
correctly. This process can be repeated for additional rounds. In this scheme, the low valued
coefficients can either be stored, or can be recommunicated and recomputed from the base
snapshot readings. Given the relative costs of storage and communication in modern sensor
networks, we expect to store the coefficients – in practice, storage limitations will dictate a
bound on the number of rounds we can support.
Multiresolution snapshot queries are complicated when we consider change in the time
dimension. Online aggregation as described in [9] is targeted at traditional databases, where
snapshot semantics are guaranteed via transactional mechanisms. Since online aggregation
requires multiple rounds, it is quite possible that the sensor readings will change before much
data can be propagated to the output.
Continuous queries with time-varying results are supported in TinyDB by buffering the
state of aggregates from multiple epochs within the network, and delivering better estimations
for prior epochs alongside new estimations [17]. However, this increases the storage overhead
in the network by a factor of the depth of the network.
We are exploring ideas for intelligently managing the total storage across both time and
space. The mix of multiresolution results and time-varying data raises a number of questions
with respect to both the encoding (which may be analogous to work on video), and to humancomputer issues and performance metrics. A driving question for performance metrics may be
to consider different possible interfaces for users to specify their desires by fixing resources
in one or both dimensions. Of course, in principle there is some pareto-optimal set of strategies across these dimensions, but naive users are unlikely to be able to reason in that fashion.

One can imagine fairly natural temporal controls like “animation speed” sliders and spatial
controls in terms of visual selection, zoom, or foveation. One can also imagine that the dependency across dimensions could be demonstrated by having adjustments in one dimension
be reflected in the controls of the other dimension. We hope to explore these inter-disciplinary
issues in future work.

6 Vehicle Tracking
In this section, we provide a rough illustration of TinyDB’s support for a vehicle tracking
application, where a fixed field of nodes detects the magnetic field, sound, or vibration of a
vehicle moving through them. We choose the tracking application because it is a representative Collaborative Signal Processing (CSP) application for sensor networks and because it
demonstrates the relative ease with which such applications can be expressed in TinyDB. As
will become clear, our focus to date has not been on sophisticated algorithms for tracking,
but rather on extending our platform to work reasonably naturally for collaborative signal
processing applications.
Target tracking via a wireless sensor network is a well-researched area [2]. There are
different versions of the tracking problem with varying degrees of complexities. For ease of
illustration, in our discussion we only deal with a very simple version of the tracking problem,
based on the following assumptions and constraints:
– There is only a single target to track.
– The target is detected when the running average of the magnetometer sensor readings go
over a pre-defined threshold.
– The target location at any point in time is reported as the node location with the largest
running average of the sensor reading at that time.
– The application expects to receive a time series of target locations from the sensor network once a target is detected.
We believe that more sophisticated versions of tracking can also be supported in TinyDB,
using more sophisticated signal processing logic for dynamic threshold adjustment, signal
strength based localization, multiple targets, etc.
There are some clear advantages to implementing tracking applications on top of TinyDB.
First, TinyDB’s generic query language is available as a resource, allowing applications to
mix and match existing spatial-temporal aggregates and filters in a query. Applications can
also run multiple queries in the sensor network at the same time, for example one tracking query and one network health monitoring query. Second, TinyDB takes care of many
of sensor-network systems programming issues such as multi-hop routing, coordination of
node sleeping, query and event diseminations, etc. Third, by registering tracking subroutines
as user-defined aggregates in TinyDB, they become reusable in other TinyDB queries in a
natural way. Fourth, we are optimistic that TinyDB’s query optimization techniques [17] can
benefit tracking queries. For example, each node can “snoop” the messages from its neighboring nodes and suppress its output if any neighbor has detected a stronger sensor signal.
We will describe below two implementations of the tracking application in TinyDB with
increasing levels of query complexity for better energy efficiency. We describe these implementations in TinyDB’s SQL-like query language6. In all the TinyDB SQL statements,

is a TinyDB attribute for the magnetometer reading,
 is an attribute that returns the current timestamp as an integer. We assume the sensor nodes are time synchronized within 1
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6.1 The Naive Implementation
Figure 7 shows the TinyDB queries that implement our initial tracking application. In this implementation, each sensor node samples the magnetometer every 100 miliseconds and computes the 10-sample running average of the magnetometer readings. If the running average of
magnetometer readings is over the detection threshold, the current time, nodeid and average
value of the magnetometer are inserted into the storage point 
    .
Recall that storage points in TinyDB provide temporary in-network storage for query
results and facilitate applications to issue nested queries. The second query in Figure 7 is a
    every second and computes the target
query that runs over the storage point 

locations using the
aggregate.

8 8 8 

8 8 8 



6.2 The Query-Handoff Implementation
The problem with the naive implementation is that all sensor nodes must continuously sample
the magnetometer every 100 milliseconds, and magnetometers typically consume substantial
power per sample. For example, the magnetometer on the Berkeley motes consumes 15mW
of power per sample while the light sensor only consumes 0.9mW per sample. Assuming
the sensor nodes are spread over a wide area, at every point in time, the target can only be
detected by a small number of nodes. Thus, for a large percentage of nodes, the energy spent
sampling the magnetometer is wasted.
Ideally, we would like to only start the target tracking query on a node when the target is
near it and stop the query when the target moves away. This means that we need a TinyDB
event to trigger the tracking query. The query-handoff implementation that we are about to
describe requires some special standalone hardware such as a motion detector that detects the
possible presence of the target, interrupts the mote processor, and pulls it out of sleep mode.
 
  
is the TinyDB event corresponding to this external interrupt. It is unrealistic
to require this special hardware be installed with every node. However it might be feasible
to only install them on a small number nodes near the possible entry points for the target to
enter the sensor field (e.g. endpoints of a line of sensors along a road). These nodes will be
event and start sampling the magnetometer to determine
woken up by the  
  
the current target locations. At the same time, they also try to predict the possible locations
the target may move to next via a custom aggregate  
 and signal a remote event
 
    
 on nodes at these locations to alert them to start sampling their magnetometers and tracking the incoming target. Nodes that receive the   
  
 event
will basically do the same. The TinyDB queries for this implementation is shown in Figure 6.2. We call this the query-handoff implementation because the node hands the tracking
queries off from one set of nodes to another set of nodes following the target movement.
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Query handoff is probably the most unique query processing feature required by tracking
applications, and one that at first we expected to provide via low-level network routing infrastructure. However, we were pleased to realize that event-based queries and storage points
allow handoff to be expressed reasonably simply at the query language level. This bodes well
for prototyping other application-specific communication patterns as simple queries. An ongoing question in such work will be to decide when these patterns are deserving of a more
efficient, low-level implementation inside of TinyDB.
// Create storage point holding 1
// second worth of running average
// of magnetometer readings with a
// sample period of 100 miliseconds
// and filter the running average with
// the target detection threshold.
CREATE STORAGE POINT running_avg_sp
SIZE 1s AS
(SELECT time,
nodeid,
winavg(10, 1, mag) AS avgmag
FROM sensors
GROUP BY nodeid
HAVING avgmag > threshold
SAMPLE PERIOD 100ms);
// Query the storage point every second
// to compute target location for
// each timestamp.
SELECT time, max2(avgmag, nodeid)
FROM running_avg_sp
GROUP BY time/10
SAMPLE PERIOD 1s;

Fig. 7. Naive Implementation

// Create an empty storage point
CREATE STORAGE POINT running_avg_sp
SIZE 1s (time, nodeid, avgmag);
// When the target is detected, run query to
// compute running average.
ON EVENT target_detected DO
SELECT time, nodeid, winavg(10, 1, mag) AS avgmag
INTO running_avg_sp
FROM sensors group by nodeid
HAVING avgmag > threshold
SAMPLE PERIOD 100ms
UNTIL avgmag <= threshold;
// Query the storage point every
// sec. to compute target location;
// send result to base and signal
// target_approaching to the possible
// places the target may move next.
SELECT time, max2(avgmag, nodeid)
FROM running_avg_sp GROUP BY time/10
SAMPLE PERIOD 1s
OUTPUT ACTION
SIGNAL EVENT target_approaching
WHERE location IN
(SELECT next_location(time, nodeid, avgmag)
FROM running_avg_sp ONCE);
// When target_approaching event is
// signaled, start sampling and
// inserting results into the storage point.
ON EVENT target_approaching DO
SELECT time, nodeid, winavg(8, 1, mag) AS avgmag
INTO running_avg_sp
FROM sensors GROUP BY nodeid
HAVING avgmag > threshold
SAMPLE PERIOD 100ms
UNTIL avgmag <= threshold;

Fig. 8. Handoff Implementation

7 Related Work
Several groups have proposed high-level or declarative interfaces for sensor-networks [24,
17, 13]. There has also been some work on aggregation-like operations in sensor networks,
such as [25, 12, 8]. Neither of these bodies of work specifically addresses any of the more
sophisticated types of agggreates or queries we discuss in this paper.
Building contour maps is a frequently mentioned target application for sensor networks;
see, for example, [4], though, to our knowledge, no one has previously described a viable
algorithm for constructing such maps using sensor networks. There is a large body of work
on building contour maps in the image processing and segmentation literature – see [19]
for an excellent overview of the state of the art in image processing. These computer vision
algorithms are subtantially more sophisticated than those presented here, but assume a global
view where the entire image is at hand.

Wavelets have myriad applications in data compression and analysis; a practical introduction is given in [23]. Wavelet histograms have been proposed for summarizing database
tables in a number of publications, e.g. [20, 7]. In the sensor network environment, a recent
short position paper proposed using wavelets for in-network storage and summarization [6].
This work is related to ours in spirit, but different in focus at both the system architecture
and coding level. It sketches a routing-level approach for relatively power-rich devices, focused on encoding regularly-gridded, spatial wavelets over timeseries. By contrast, we focus
on highly-constrained devices, and integrate with the multi-purpose TinyDB query execution
framework. We also provide efficient algorithms for hierarchically encoding Haar wavelets,
with a focus on wavelet histograms.
The query handoff implementation for the tracking application in Section 6 is based on
the single-target tracking problem discussed in [2]. The tracking algorithms described in [2]
is implemented on top of UW-API [21] which is a location-centric API for developing collaborative signal processing applications in sensor networks. UW-API is implemented on
top of Directed Diffusion [13] focusing on routing of data and operations based on dynamically created geographical regions. While TinyDB can shield application developers from
the complexities of using such a lower level API, it can potentially leverage this work to do
location-based event and query disemination.
Our use of event-based queries to implement query handoff resembles a content-based
routing scheme in some ways, not dissimilar to the basic ideas of Directed Diffusion [13]. Of
course the two schemes represent different design points: TinyDB is a relatively high-level
system intended to shield application writers from network considerations, while Directed
Diffusion is a lower-level multi-hop routing scheme that exposes content-based routing policies to users. These distinctions of ”high-level” and ”low-level” can become blurry, however,
as illustrated by the routing-like handoff in TinyDB, and the query-like aggregation examples
from Directed Diffusion. There are clearly open questions regarding possible synergies and
tradeoffs between the two approaches in different settings; these merit further investigation.

8 Future Work and Conclusions
Many potential users of sensor networks are not computer scientists. In order for these users
to develop new applications on sensor networks, high-level languages and corresponding
execution environments are desirable. We are optimistic that a query-based approach can be
a good general-purpose platform for application development.
The work described here attempts to justify this optimism with some non-trivial applications outside the realm of traditional SQL queries. In addition to pursuing the work here
further, we also hope to continue this thrust by collaborating with domain experts in the development of new applications; this includes both application experts outside computing, and
experts in other aspects of computing including collaborative signal processing and robotics.
Our intent is for TinyDB to serve as an infrastructure that allows these experts to focus on issues within their expertise, leaving problems of data collection and movement in the hands of
TinyDB’s adaptive query engine. As with traditional database systems, we do not necessarily
expect a TinyDB-based implementation to always be as efficient as a hand-coded implementation, but we hope the ease of use and additional functionality of TinyDB will justify any
modest performance overheads.
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